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Buckingham palace, Downingstreet 10, Egypt, Russia, Kuwait, Jordan,  Sudan, African union

on Libya, Afghanistan,

This email will be published on www.newlegalframe.com.

African Union I want you to withdraw your UN Security Council statement which says:

'The Int.Criminal Court must invest on Libya'.

You know that Gadaffi is well informed about the fact that ICC is a Lobby & Assination centre,

that only wants to put African-leaders in prison.

With the agreement of the UNSC.... and Russia...aand China!

This will make Gadaffi more agressive.

Kenya refuses to coöperate with ICC....So do many other AU-countries.

I strongly believe that AU must suggest that a court in Egypt or Johannesburg -

for example -

will support the Libyan-people when they want to bring the Gadaffi-family to trial.

The Gadaffi-trial must take place in Libya, preferrably.

City Bengazi.

Than Kuwait must savekeep that Arab-culture during that trial.

You must give the Arab-people the new Arab-courtsytems!

Stay away from EU.

You must start to talk about this new justice for Libya  in the media, as soon as

you can.

The people of Libya are int he media claiming they want court-cases.

Dmitri Medvedev,

When we would meet today I would give you 'an identity-crisis from here to Tokyo'.

You - Russia - sabotage Int.Law constantly

= you keep UN, EU, Nato war-designers-systems for your own business-deals. And you don't care!

= because of your favourism with EU-leaders, UN & USA, we have now Arab-wars.

I really hate you, Dmitri.

Because you want ICC, EU & UN to kill individuals who claim their fundamental human rights.

I want you to suggest to the Arab-states that they work with the Russian-constitution

and Police-laws for the period of 1 year.

This gives that Arab-countries a start into new justice.
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The local people can rewrite their own laws within 1 year time.

The quickest way into justice for the Arab-people is to use Foreign laws temporarily.

AIHRC,

This is the moment you can put Bush & Obama - and Genocide Hillary - in ICC-prison

for 'committing warcrimes in Afghanistan,  with the approval of UNSC'.

Don't lose this moment!

UNSC has made a mistake with Libya; use it in your advantage.

UNSC should have offered that Libyan-people assistance in building a trial against Gadaffi in Libya.

UNSC 'only want to work with violence & terror'.

Blame UNSC for the war in Afghanistan.

You must write  a letter to ICC & UNSC.

Start with the legal obligations of the UN & UNSC. These are published on the UN-site.

Than make very clear to UN that Afghanistan starts an ICC-case against UNSC, EU & Nato...and USA...

And,  that you are well informed about the fact that ICC tortures & tries to murder individuals who

start lawcases.

And, that EU-leaders are above the law.

This proves the letter of 7oct2010 ICC sent me,  in connection with me ICC-case against

NL.

ICC also ignores my official letters of complaint of 15oct2010 & 2dec2010.

This also proves ICC is partial to EU-leaders, and refuses the implement & conduct

HR=treaties during their investigations.

Than you make clear the UNSC  has ordered ICC to investigate on Lybia, while Libya is no member of

the Statue of Rome.

USA is NO member of ICC.

UNSC is legally obliged NOT to discriminate between countries, according to UN-treaties.

Now UNSC must give ICC the order to investigate on USA in Afghanistan.

You - Afghanistan - must start your letter to the UNSC with this outline!

Than you will win every ICC-case.

Try to make a list of 'simple civilians who died due to Nato-peacekeeping'.

Discribe the circumstances the people died in.

Give as many places, names you can.

Connect them to Nato, UN & EU....and USA...activities in Afghanistan

Demand that ICC investigates on these crimes.

Also demand that mr Luis Moreno Ocampo & ICC-president are replaced by a new fair work in legally

intelligent prosecutor & president.

Now you have evidence that Moreno Ocampo  tortures & tries to kill EU-civilians who start lawcases

against EU-leaders.

ICC-president refuses to investigate on the criminal methods of Moreno Ocampo.

Of course, you are going to be sabotaged!

All criminal UN-employees will try to find themselves a new job...before they can be punished.

Obama & Clinton will produce one lie after the other...

But, UN Ban Kimoon is clearly a warcriminal.

My letter in my lawcase proves that he wants ICC-employees to be guilty of warcrimes on EU-civilians.

This gives Afghanistan a very strong position in UN.
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ICC & UN will lie about your Afghanistan-ICC-lawcase.

Will try to hide it from Earth, just like they try to hide me...

They will even try to murder you...with bureaucracy-games.

But when you publish truth on your website, you will win.

But at the end you will win!

Only because Afghanistan has evidence that EU-leaders are above the law within ICC.

Demand that Bush & Obama...& co...are put in ICC-prison for 30 years.

Demand a payment for the damage of all the victims they have made.

Start to build your file today...And try to write your letters.

Desiree Stokkel

www.desireestokkel.nl

when you don't want to receive my email inform me on
d.e.stokkel@online.nl
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